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Abstract— The Affective Behavior Analysis in-the-
wild (ABAW) 2020 Competition is the first Com-
petition aiming at automatic analysis of the three
main behavior tasks of valence-arousal estimation,
basic expression recognition and action unit detection.
It is split into three Challenges, each one address-
ing a respective behavior task. For the Challenges,
we provide a common benchmark database, Aff-
Wild2, which is a large scale in-the-wild database
and the first one annotated for all these three tasks.
In this paper, we describe this Competition, to be
held in conjunction with the IEEE Conference on
Face and Gesture Recognition, May 2020, in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. We present the three Challenges,
with the utilized Competition corpora. We outline
the evaluation metrics and present the baseline
methodologies and the obtained results when these
are applied to each Challenge. More information
regarding the Competition and details for how to
access the utilized database, are provided in the
Competition site: http://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/resources/
fg-2020-competition-affective-behavior-analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proposed Competition tackles the problem
of affective behavior analysis in-the-wild, which is
a major targeted characteristic of human computer
interaction systems used in real life applications.
The current 5th societal revolution aims at merging
the physical and cyber spaces, providing services
that contribute to people’s well-being. The target
is to create machines and robots that are capable
of understanding people’s feelings, emotions and
behaviors; thus, being able to interact in a ’human-
centered’ and engaging manner with them, and
effectively serving them as their digital assistants.
Affective behavior analysis in diverse environ-
ments, i.e., in-the-wild, will have a positive so-
cietal impact, by helping machines and robots to
interact with and assist people in a natural way.
Through human affect recognition, the reactions
of the machine, or robot, will be consistent with
people’s emotions [14]; their verbal and non-verbal
interactions will be positively received by humans.
This will not be dependent on human’s age, sex,
ethnicity, educational, level, profession, or social
position. A great improvement in generating trust,
understanding and closeness between humans and
machines in everyday societal environments will
be achieved through development of intelligent
systems able to analyze human behaviors in-the-
wild.
Representing human emotions has been a basic
topic of research in psychology. The most fre-
quently used emotion representation is the categor-
ical one, including the seven basic categories, i.e.,
Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Surprise
and Neutral [7]. Many research problems [30],
[1] have focused on this representation. Discrete
emotion representation can also be described in
terms of the Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
model, in which all possible facial actions are
described in terms of Action Units (AUs) [6].
Many automatic methodologies [8], [2] have been
proposed to recognise this representation. Finally,
the dimensional model of affect [27], [25] has
been proposed as a means to distinguish between
subtly different displays of affect and encode small
changes in the intensity of each emotion on a con-
tinuous scale. The 2-D Valence and Arousal (VA)
Space (valence shows how positive or negative
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an emotional state is, whereas arousal shows how
passive or active it is) is the most usual dimensional
emotion representation. Many approaches [3], [20],
[18] have been developed to automatically recog-
nise this representation.
The Competition will contribute to advancing
the related technical state-of-the-art, by targeting,
for the first time, dimensional (in terms of va-
lence and arousal), categorical (in terms of the
seven basic emotions) and facial action unit anal-
ysis and recognition. The Competition is split into
three Challenges, namely Valence-Arousal estima-
tion Challenge, Seven Basic Expression Classifi-
cation Challenge and Eight Action Unit Detection
Challenge. All these Challenges are based, for the
first time, on the same large in-the-wild audiovisual
database, the Aff-Wild2 [21], [17], [19], which
contains annotations for all these tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organised as
follows. We introduce the Competition corpora in
Section II, the Competition evaluation metrics in
Section III, the developed baseline systems along
with the obtained results in Section IV, before
concluding in Section V.
II. COMPETITION CORPORA
The First Affective Behavior Analysis in-the-
wild (ABAW) Competition relies on the Aff-Wild2
database [21], [17], [19]. Aff-Wild2 is the first
ever database annotated for all three main behavior
tasks: valence-arousal estimation, action unit detec-
tion and basic expression classification. These three
tasks form the three Challenges of this Competition.
In the following, we provide a short overview of
each Challenge’s dataset and refer the reader to
the original work for a more complete description.
Finally, we describe the pre-processing steps that
we carried out for cropping and aligning the images
of Aff-Wild2. The cropped and aligned images
have been provided to all Competition participat-
ing teams. Additionally, they were utilized in our
baseline experiments.
A. Aff-Wild2: Valence-Arousal Annotation
Aff-Wild2 consists of 545 videos with
2, 786, 201 frames. Sixteen of these videos
display two subjects (both have been annotated).
Aff-Wild2 is currently the largest (and audiovisual)
in-the-wild database annotated for valence and
arousal. All videos have been collected from
YouTube. Aff-Wild2 is an extension of Aff-Wild
[16], [29], [15]; 260 more YouTube videos, with
1, 413, 000 frames, have been added to Aff-Wild.
Aff-Wild was the first large scale, captured in-the-
wild, dimensionally annotated database, containing
298 YouTube videos that display subjects reacting
to a variety of stimuli.
Aff-Wild2 shows both subtle and extreme human
behaviours in real-world settings. The total number
of subjects in Aff-Wild2 is 458; 279 of them are
males and 179 females.
Four experts annotated Aff-Wild2 with respect
to valence and arousal, using the method pro-
posed in [5]. The annotators watched each video
and provided their (frame-by-frame) annotations
through a joystick. A time-continuous annotation
was generated for each affect dimension. Valence
and arousal values range continuously in [−1, 1].
The final label values were the mean of those four
annotations. The mean inter-annotation correlation
is 0.63 for valence and 0.60 for arousal. Let us note
here that all subjects present in each video have
been annotated. Figure 1 shows the 2D Valence-
Arousal histogram of annotations of Aff-Wild2.
Fig. 1. 2D Valence-Arousal Histogram of Aff-Wild2
Aff-Wild2 is split into three subsets: training,
validation and test. Partitioning is done in a subject
independent manner, in the sense that a person
can appear only in one of those three subsets. The
resulting training, validation and test subsets consist
of 346, 68 and 131 videos, respectively.
B. Aff-Wild2: Seven Basic Expression Annotation
For the purposes of this Challenge, we build
upon the former Aff-Wild2’s annotated part, for
providing annotation in terms of the seven basic
expressions; we annotate in total 539 videos con-
sisting of 2, 595, 572 frames with 431 subjects, 265
of which are male and 166 female. Eight of the
videos display two subjects (all of which have been
annotated).
Seven experts performed the annotation of Aff-
Wild2 for the seven basic expressions in a frame-
by-frame basis; a platform-tool was developed in
order to split each video into frames and let the
experts annotate each videoframe. Let us mention
that in this platform-tool, an expert could score a
videoframe as having either one of the seven basic
expressions or none (since there are affective states
other than the seven basic expressions). Let us note
again that all subjects appearing in each video have
been annotated.
Due to subjectivity of annotators and wide rang-
ing levels of images difficulty, there were some
disagreements among annotators. We decided to
keep only the annotations on which at least five
(out of seven) experts agreed. Table I shows the
distribution of the seven basic expression annota-
tions of Aff-Wild2.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF ANNOTATED IMAGES IN EACH OF THE SEVEN
BASIC EXPRESSIONS
Basic Expression No of Images
Neutral 1,268,631
Anger 51,837
Disgust 32,258
Fear 27,388
Happiness 389,517
Sadness 172,612
Surprise 99,391
Aff-Wild2 is split into three subsets: training,
validation and test. Partitioning is done in a subject
independent manner. The resulting training, valida-
tion and test subsets consist of 253, 71 and 223
videos, respectively.
C. Aff-Wild2: Eight Action Unit Annotation
Aff-Wild2 has been partly annotated in terms
of eight action units, as well. The annotated part
consists of 56 videos, with 63 subjects (32 males
and 31 females), in 398, 835 frames. Seven of
these videos display two subjects (both have been
annotated).
Three experts performed the annotation of Aff-
Wild2 for the occurrence of eight action units in
a frame-by-frame basis; a platform-tool (similar
to the one used for annotating the seven basic
expressions) was developed in order to split each
video into frames and let the experts annotate each
videoframe. The agreement between the annotators
has not always been 100%. Therefore, we decided
to keep the annotations, on which all three experts
agreed. Let us also note that all subjects present
in each video have been annotated. Table II shows
the name of the eight action units that have been
annotated, the action that they are associated with
and the distribution of their annotations in Aff-
Wild2.
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF AU ANNOTATIONS IN AFF-WILD2
Action Unit # Action Total Numberof Activated AUs
AU 1 inner brow raiser 86,677
AU 2 outer brow raiser 4,166
AU 4 brow lowerer 56,327
AU 6 cheek raiser 25,226
AU 12 lip corner puller 35,675
AU 15 lip corner depressor 3,340
AU 20 lip stretcher 5,695
AU 25 lips part 9,048
Aff-Wild2 is split into three subsets: training,
validation and test. Partitioning is done in a subject
independent manner. The resulting training, valida-
tion and test subsets consist of 37, 7 and 12 videos,
respectively.
D. Aff-Wild2 Pre-Processing: Cropped & Cropped-
Aligned Images
At first, we split all videos into images (frames).
Then, the SSH detector [23] based on the ResNet
[9] and trained on the WiderFace dataset [28] was
used to extract face bounding boxes from all the
images. The cropped images according to these
bounding boxes were provided to the participating
teams. Also, 5 facial landmarks (two eyes, nose and
two mouth corners) were extracted and used to per-
form similarity transformation (for face alignment).
The resulting cropped and aligned images were
additionally provided to the participating teams. Fi-
nally, the cropped and aligned images were utilized
in our baseline experiments, described in Section
IV.
III. EVALUATION METRICS PER CHALLENGE
Next, we present the metrics that will be used
for assessing the performance of the developed
methodologies of the participating teams in each
Challenge.
A. Valence-Arousal Estimation Challenge
The Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC)
is widely used in measuring the performance of
dimensional emotion recognition methods, such as
in the series of AVEC challenges [24]. CCC eval-
uates the agreement between two time series (e.g.,
all video annotations and predictions) by scaling
their correlation coefficient with their mean square
difference. In this way, predictions that are well
correlated with the annotations but shifted in value
are penalized in proportion to the deviation. CCC
takes values in the range [−1, 1], where +1 indi-
cates perfect concordance and −1 denotes perfect
discordance. The highest the value of the CCC the
better the fit between annotations and predictions,
and therefore high values are desired. CCC is
defined as follows:
ρc =
2sxy
s2x + s
2
y + (x¯− y¯)2
, (1)
where sx and sy are the variances of all video
valence/arousal annotations and predicted values,
respectively, x¯ and y¯ are their corresponding mean
values and sxy is the corresponding covariance
value.
The mean value of CCC for valence and arousal
estimation will be adopted as the main evaluation
criterion.
Etotal = ρa + ρv
2
, (2)
B. Seven Basic Expression Classification Chal-
lenge
The F1 score is a weighted average of the recall
(i.e., the ability of the classifier to find all the
positive samples) and precision (i.e., the ability of
the classifier not to label as positive a sample that
is negative). The F1 score reaches its best value at
1 and its worst score at 0. The F1 score is defined
as:
F1 =
2× precision× recall
precision+ recall
(3)
The F1 score for emotions is computed based
on a per-frame prediction (an emotion category is
specified in each frame).
Total accuracy (denoted as T Acc) is defined on
all test samples and is the fraction of predictions
that the model got right. Total accuracy reaches its
best value at 1 and its worst score at 0. It is defined
as:
T Acc = Number of Correct Predictions
Total Number of Predictions
(4)
A weighted average between the F1 score and the
total accuracy, T Acc, will be the main evaluation
criterion:
Etotal = 0.67× F1 + 0.33 ∗ T Acc, (5)
C. Eight Action Unit Detection Challenge
To obtain the overall score for the AU detection
Challenge, we first obtain the F1 score for each AU
independently, and then compute the (unweighted)
average over all 8 AUs (denoted as AF1) :
AF1 =
8∑
i=1
F i1, (6)
The F1 score for AUs is computed based on a
per-frame detection (whether each AU is present or
absent).
The average between the AF1 score and the
total accuracy, T Acc, will be the main evaluation
criterion:
Etotal = 0.5×AF1 + 0.5 ∗ T Acc, (7)
IV. BASELINE SYSTEMS AND RESULTS
All baseline systems rely exclusively on existing
open-source machine learning toolkits to ensure the
reproducibility of the results. In this Section, we
describe the systems developed for each Challenge,
and present the obtained results.
At first, let us mention that we utlized the
cropped and aligned images from Aff-Wild2, as
described in Section II-D. These images are then re-
sized to dimension 96×96×3. The pixel intensities
are normalized to take values in [-1,1]. No on-the-
fly or off-the-fly data augmentation technique [22],
[12], [13] was utilized.
A. Valence-Arousal Estimation Challenge
The architecture that was used for estimating
valence and arousal was based on that of PatchGAN
[11], [31], [4]. PatchGAN is a deep convolutional
neural network initially designed to classify patches
of an input image, rather than the entire image, as
real or fake. The PatchGAN was the discriminator
of the pix2pix architecture [11]. The output of
the network is a single feature map of real/fake
predictions that was averaged to give a single
score. In StarGAN [4], PatchGAN was additionally
used as a classifier. Here, we adopt PatchGAN for
valence-arousal regression. The exact architecture
used, can be seen in Table III. It was implemented
in TensorFlow, trained from scratch, for around two
days on a Titan X GPU, with a learning rate of
10−4. PatchGAN’s implementation code is publicly
available from groups that implemented pix2pix,
CycleGAN [31] and StarGAN.
TABLE III
PATCHGAN ADOPTED FOR VALENCE-AROUSAL ESTIMATION.
LEAKY RELY FOLLOWS EACH CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER.
Name Type Filter
conv weights (4, 4, 3, 64)
conv 1 weights (4, 4, 64, 128)
conv 2 weights (4, 4, 128, 256)
conv 3 weights (4, 4, 256, 512)
conv 4 weights (4, 4, 512, 1024)
conv 5 weights (4, 4, 512, 1024)
conv 6 weights (4, 4, 1024, 2048)
conv 7 weights/D-label (1, 1, 2048, 2)
Table IV presents the CCC evaluation of valence
and arousal predictions of the baseline network,
PatchGAN, on the test (validation) set of Aff-
Wild2.
TABLE IV
BASELINE RESULTS OF PATCHGAN FOR VA ESTIMATION,
ON THE TEST (VALIDATION) SET OF AFF-WILD2.
CCC
Valence Arousal
PatchGAN 0.11 (0.14) 0.27 (0.24)
B. Seven Basic Expression Classification & Eight
Action Unit Detection Challenges
The architectures that were used for the tasks of
classification into the seven basic expressions and
detection of eight action units, were based on the
architecture of MobileNetV2 [26]. MobileNetV2
belongs to the class of efficient models called Mo-
bileNets [10] that are light-weight deep neural net-
works. They are based on a streamlined architecture
that uses depth-wise separable convolutions which
dramatically reduce the complexity, cost and model
size of the network. For more details regarding
this class of architectures and the MobileNetV2
network, we refer the interested reader to [26].
Table V shows the basic structure of MobileNetV2.
Let us note that: i) batch normalization is applied
after each convolutional or expanded convolutional
layer, ii) the non-linearity is Relu6 and iii) no
average pooling is conducted in the end. After the
final convolutional layer (shown in Table V), a fully
connected layer follows (with 7 units if the task is
to predict the 7 basic expressions, or 8 units if the
task is to detect the 8 action units) and on top of
that is a softmax or sigmoid layer, respectively.
MobileNetV2 was implemented in TensorFlow,
trained from scratch, for around three days on
a Titan X GPU, with a learning rate of 10−4.
MobileNetV2 is released as part of tf-slim library.
Table VI presents the (baseline) performance of
MobileNetV2, trained for basic expression classifi-
cation, on the test (validation) set of Aff-Wild2. The
performance metric is a weighted average between
the F1 score and the total accuracy, as discussed in
Section III-B .
TABLE V
THE MOBILENETV2 NETWORK
Name Type Filter
conv weights (3, 3, 3, 32)
expanded conv depthwise (3, 3, 32, 1)
expanded conv project (1, 1, 32, 16)
expanded conv 1 expand (1, 1, 16, 96)
expanded conv 1 depthwise (3, 3, 96, 1)
expanded conv 1 project (1, 1, 96, 24)
expanded conv 2 expand (1, 1, 24, 144)
expanded conv 2 depthwise (3, 3, 144, 1)
expanded conv 2 project (1, 1, 144, 24)
expanded conv 3 expand (1, 1, 24, 144)
expanded conv 3 depthwise (3, 3, 144, 1)
expanded conv 3 project (1, 1, 144, 32)
expanded conv 4 expand (1, 1, 32, 192)
expanded conv 4 depthwise (3, 3, 192, 1)
expanded conv 4 project (1, 1, 192, 32)
expanded conv 5 expand (1, 1, 32, 192)
expanded conv 5 depthwise (3, 3, 192, 1)
expanded conv 5 project (1, 1, 192, 32)
expanded conv 6 expand (1, 1, 32, 192)
expanded conv 6 depthwise (3, 3, 192, 1)
expanded conv 6 project (1, 1, 192, 64)
expanded conv 7 expand (1, 1, 64, 384)
expanded conv 7 depthwise (3, 3, 384, 1)
expanded conv 7 project (1, 1, 384, 64)
expanded conv 8 expand (1, 1, 64, 384)
expanded conv 8 depthwise (3, 3, 384, 1)
expanded conv 8 project (1, 1, 384, 64)
expanded conv 9 expand (1, 1, 64, 384)
expanded conv 9 depthwise (3, 3, 384, 1)
expanded conv 9 project (1, 1, 384, 64)
expanded conv 10 expand (1, 1, 64, 384)
expanded conv 10 depthwise (3, 3, 384, 1)
expanded conv 10 project (1, 1, 384, 96)
expanded conv 11 expand (1, 1, 96, 576)
expanded conv 11 depthwise (3, 3, 576, 1)
expanded conv 11 project (1, 1, 576, 96)
expanded conv 12 expand (1, 1, 96, 576)
expanded conv 12 depthwise (3, 3, 576, 1)
expanded conv 12 project (1, 1, 576, 96)
expanded conv 13 expand (1, 1, 96, 576)
expanded conv 13 depthwise (3, 3, 576, 1)
expanded conv 13 project (1, 1, 576, 160)
expanded conv 14 expand (1, 1, 160, 960)
expanded conv 14 depthwise (3, 3, 960, 1)
expanded conv 14 project (1, 1, 960, 160)
expanded conv 15 expand (1, 1, 160, 960)
expanded conv 15 depthwise (3, 3, 960, 1)
expanded conv 15 project (1, 1, 960, 160)
expanded conv 16 expand (1, 1, 160, 960)
expanded conv 16 depthwise (3, 3, 960, 1)
expanded conv 16 project (1, 1, 960, 320)
conv 1 weights (1, 1, 320, 1280)
TABLE VI
BASELINE RESULTS OF MOBILENETV2 FOR BASIC
EXPRESSION CLASSIFICATION, ON THE TEST (VALIDATION)
SET OF AFF-WILD2.
Result
MobileNetV2 0.30 (0.36)
Table VII presents the (baseline) performance of
MobileNetV2, trained for action unit detection, on
the test (validation) set of Aff-Wild2. The perfor-
mance metric is the average of the F1 score and the
total accuracy, as discussed in Section III-C .
TABLE VII
BASELINE RESULTS OF MOBILENETV2 FOR AU DETECTION,
ON THE TEST (VALIDATION) SET OF AFF-WILD2.
Result
MobileNetV2 0.26 (0.31)
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the Affective Be-
havior Analysis in-the-wild Competition (ABAW)
2020. It comprises three Challenges targeting: i)
valence-arousal estimation, ii) seven basic expres-
sion classification and iii) eight action unit detec-
tion. The database utilized for this Competition
has been derived from the Aff-Wild2, the large-
scale and first database annotated for all these
three behavior tasks. Baseline results obtained using
deep learning frameworks demonstrate a great room
for potential improvement to be brought by the
challenges’ participants.
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